
%example 5.15, this example shows how to perform a linear regression

%of the data set with the intercept equal to zero

clear

clc

clf

%enter the data as vectors thalf and fR, these data represent the

%sqrt of the time and the fractional release

    thalf=[2.5,5.0,7.0,11.0,13.0,15.5,17.5,20.0,22.0];

    fRexp=[.05,.1,.12,.2,.22,.28,.3,.32,.35];

%enter slab thickness in cm

    L=0.1;

%now plot these data to see what the graph looks like, is it linear?

plot(thalf,fRexp,'*b');

axis([0,30,0,.4]);

xlabel('time^1/2, hrs^1/2'), ylabel('fraction BSA released');

title('Example 5.15, Finding D');

hold on;

%now do the linear regression, note this is how it is done when b=0

    m=thalf(:)\fRexp(:);

%now display the results of the regression

    disp(['m=',num2str(m)]);

%now solve for the value of the diffusivity

    D=.25*m^2*3.14*L^2;

    disp(['D=',num2str(D),'  cm2/hr']);

%now let's plot the best fit line to the data to see how well the

%regression line fits the data, to do this (1) define a vector of 200

%x-points in the range of the thalf data, (2) then calculate the corresponding

%vector of fR-points, (3) display the calculated thalf and fR points as a

%line on the same figure as the data

%so here is the 200 thalf values we will use

    xline=linspace(min(thalf),max(thalf),200);

%now calculate the fR values for each value of xline

    yline=xline*m;

%now plot yline versus xline on the same graph with the data

    plot(xline,yline,'r-')

%so we have a pretty good fit to the data, but how good? use the r^2

%r^2 is a statistical measure of how good the fit for a regression is, if

%r^2 is 0 the fit is horrible, if +1 (positive slope) or -1 (negative

%slope) the fit is perfect, usually abs(r^2)>0.90

%so now calculate the value of r^2

%first calculate the predicted value of y for each value of x

    yest=m*thalf;

%next calculate the average value of the y data

    yavg=mean(fRexp);

%now calculate the SSE and the SST

    SSE=sum((fRexp-yest).^2);

    SST=sum((fRexp-yavg).^2);

%then calculate the r^2 using this formula

    rsqr=1-SSE/SST;

    disp(['r-squared= ',num2str(rsqr)])

%now you might want to show both the regression equation and the
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%r^2 on the graph as text

    a1str=num2str(m);

    eqnstr=['y= (',a1str,')*x'];

    rsqr = ['r^2 = (',num2str(rsqr)];

%then use the gtext command to position these strings on your graph

%where you want them to be

    gtext({eqnstr,rsqr})

m=0.016779

D=2.2101e-06  cm2/hr

r-squared= 0.9821
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